Perception of Emotions from Crowd Dynamics
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Abstract—Perceiving crowd emotions and understand the situation is vital to control the situations in surveillance applications. This paper introduces the evolution of methods for crowd emotion perception based on bio-inspired probabilistic models. The emotions have been perceived both in an offline and online manner from the crowd. We focus on the perception of emotion from crowd behavior and dynamics. The paper explains few probabilistic algorithms and compares these for detection of emotion of crowds and proposes a probabilistic modelling approach which is trained on data to perceive the emotions of the crowd in an area under surveillance. Emotions are defined as evolving dynamic patterns arising due to interaction of people in an environment with their relationships to the past interaction patterns. Camera sensors are used to track the motion of the individuals within a crowd scenario under observation. The data mining techniques are used to distinguish between different behaviors and events into positive and negative emotions. The results have been evaluated using simulated data from a proposed office environment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The research on emotion is an area of emerging interest due to two main reasons. First, to get the insights of human nature evolution and second, for security, control and management purposes. The latter one is much important due to the reasons of security threat analysis and for well being of individuals and to prevent disasters. Dangerous situations such as stampede, one of which occurred in Multan, Pakistan [1] during political rally last year and one at Shanghai, China [2] during new year celebrations this year, urges the need of online emotion estimation of the crowd. This should be done in a way, that emotions changes are detected in runtime and actions can be done by experienced crowd controllers to control the situations.

During surveillance situations, there are a number of displays covering different cameras and crowd controllers and these have to be diligent to monitor situations at every display, making a map of the whole situation. This should be done by combining live video instants sequentially coming from displays and his/her situation analyzing experience. If these displays are not intelligent enough to detect the emotion changes in their viewpoints, and alert the crowd controllers/managers, then crowd control situations will be more actively monitored and controlled.

The detection of emotions of crowd is an emerging area of interest. Previously, research has been carried out in single person emotion detection and classification such as facial emotion expressions detection systems using the distinctive facial features and calibrating them into emotions [3] [4] of individuals. Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [5] uses set of action units (AUs) that model emotions on independent motion of face. Voice expressions have also been used to detect emotions of individuals. The audio-based affect recognition using the features of pitch and context has been developed such as [6] [7]. The body language and posture is also one of the most useful feature in detection of emotion of people. The predefined body language patterns and postures are interpreted by the activity recognizers. The transition of body patterns over a specific interval of time, posture patterns to describe the interest towards some specific events are quite useful in detecting emotions [8] [9]. Physiology based affect detection is quite broad approach, which requires the inclusion of delicate and calibrated sensors on body [10] and in some cases quite strict supervision, as in case of brain imaging and electroencephalography (EEG) signals [11]. The physiology based methods are quite accurate but they are usually used to calibrate the ground truth for emotion and affect detection. They cannot be used in real life situations. Apart from these techniques, there are also multi-modal techniques which fuse many features such as face, voice, and posture etc., the data coming from different sensors is fused to make a decision of emotion [12] [13]. The brief overview presented so far, is used for individual persons emotion detection. These systems are not being employed in crowd emotion detection due to computational and feasibility limitations.

The detection of crowd emotion, where the crowd is a single entity is a challenging task. There has been a lot of research on crowd behavior management. The crowd emotion detection was not extensively investigated before due to computationally expensive implementation issues. The main shortcomings of detection of emotions in a crowd is that we have to depend on one sensor such as video cameras; we cannot use delicate and detailed features such as face emotion features [5], activity features [9] and voice features [7]. The processing speed and viewpoint differences are main constraints in computation in crowd and this gets even worse during abnormal situations.
Therefore, the features available for crowd emotion detection are quite crude, but using the knowledge from psychology, learning the context and history, we are able to develop a model that can detect the emotions of the crowd. Gustave Le Bon [14] described that crowd acts like a collective mind and acts and reacts. This phenomenon becomes more prominent when some abnormal situation arises. Therefore, our evaluations mostly correspond to the accuracy due to features we have selected.

The main contribution of this paper is to discuss the existing models of crowd emotion detection and their comparison with a proposed online crowd emotion estimation model. This model is used to detect the emotions of the crowd in an online manner. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes crowd emotion detection algorithms and Section III explains the result and comparisons of algorithms and Section IV concludes the paper along with some future directions.

II. CROWD EMOTION RECOGNITION

Crowd emotion detection algorithm based on behaviors is presented [15]. The evolution of this algorithm is based on the following steps. First, the framework is based on the collecting the local features from crowd and using Damasio [16] findings to make these observations in causal relationships based on dynamic Bayesian networks. These causal relationships are then being clustered using Self-Organized maps (SOM) [17] to define events. Using the Ortony, Clory and Collins (OCC) model [18] to define causes of emotions for learning and classification and for calibrating the model Russell et al. circumplex model of affect [19] is being used.

In first algorithm, the surveillance area is partitioned using Instantaneous Topological Mapping (ITM) [20] into different zones. All possible interactions that occur in the chosen area among people and environment and their reactions due to these actions are memorized using a bio-inspired approach. These interactions are generated on the basis of cause and effect relationships that happen between people and people with environment. The interactions can be learned using autobiographical memory as proposed by Damasio [16]. To describe the effect of interacting quantities internal and external states. The two states proto (internal) and core (mirror of external) states are defined. The proto and core observations are defined as proto (entity) and core (crowd). This makes a chain of temporally and spatially aligned proto \( \mathbf{x}_p \) and core state \( \mathbf{x}_c \) vectors. The proto and core events can be defined as \( \epsilon_p \) and \( \epsilon_c \) using the probabilistic model to develop autobiographical memory (AM). The triplets of events for passive and active interactions are \( \{ \epsilon_p, \epsilon_c, \epsilon_p^c \} \) and \( \{ \epsilon_c, \epsilon_p, \epsilon_c^p \} \) respectively. These represent the causal relationship in terms of initial situation (first event \( \epsilon_p^c \)), the cause (second event \( \epsilon_c^p \)), and consequent effect of the examined entity (third event \( \epsilon_p^c \)).

The Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBN) are used to model the interaction. The conditional probability densities (CPD) \( p(\epsilon_i^c|\epsilon_{i-1}^p) \) and \( p(\epsilon_i^p|\epsilon_{i-1}^c) \) simulates the motion tracking and crowdedness patterns. The interactions among the two interacting objects can be modelled using conditional probability densities (CPDs):

\[ p(\epsilon_i^p|\epsilon_{i-1}^c, \epsilon_{i-1}^p) \]  
\[ p(\epsilon_i^c|\epsilon_{i-1}^p, \epsilon_{i-1}^c) \]  

The Eq. 1 represents the probability that events \( \epsilon_c \) occurred at time \( t - \Delta t_e \), by the interacting by which is related to the core context and vice versa in case of Eq. 2. The casual relationships between the two interacting objects are modelled using two conditional probabilities (CPDs):

\[ p(\epsilon_i^p|\epsilon_{i-1}^c) \]  
\[ p(\epsilon_i^c|\epsilon_{i-1}^p) \]  

The probability densities in Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 consider interaction of Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 as well as initial situation \( \epsilon_i^c, \epsilon_i^p \) and \( \epsilon_i^c, \epsilon_i^p \). A self organized map is used to convert these conditional interactions into super-states to reduce the feature space. Therefore the events generated by these super-states are \( \{ \theta_p, \theta_c, \theta_p^c \} \). These triplets are saved for each positive and negative emotion events in the autobiographical memory. The Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is used to encode the temporal evolution of events. In particular, the Figueiredo and Jain [21]GMM model is used. The CPDs of the model of emotions are given by:

\[ p(\Delta t^p|\mathbf{g}(j,k), \mathbf{g}(m,n), \mathbf{g}(i,j)) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_k} \pi_i N(\Delta t^p|\mu_i, \sum_{i} \theta_n) \]  
\[ p(\Delta t^c|\mathbf{g}(m,n), \mathbf{g}(j,k), \mathbf{g}(n.p)) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_k} \pi_i N(\Delta t^c|\mu_i, \sum_{i} \theta_n) \]  

where \( N_k \) number of modes in GMM. The emotions are recognized as an accumulative measure of online emotion classification. Whenever an external observed event is detected \( \theta_{obs} \), the proto CPD map is analysed which was the internal event \( \theta_p^c \). The AM is then examined to describe the internal event, its belonging to the emotion class \( \mathbf{w} \), which could be positive or negative. The probability distribution of detected event estimated by GMM and the one from the map is evaluated for matching by Helinger Distance [29]. The Helinger distance is evaluated for each detected behavior triplet.

In second algorithm [22], we detected the events belonging to positive and negative emotions, without time dependence. The conditional CPDs are same as previous. But these CPDs triplets saved in AM are developed for different kind of known behavioral events. The triplet pattern for AM for trajectory behavior sequence is given by

\[ W_N = \{ w_1, ..., w_n \} \]  
\[ U = \{ w_1, ..., w_n, W_N \} \]  

\( W_N \) is the total behavioral patterns gathered. In order to gather the natural clustering of training trajectories on which the
model should be constructed, we need to cluster the data into classes. As number of clusters is unknown, we use the DBN model to cluster the data into behavioral patterns using affinity matrix approach. To calculate the affinity between two trajectory sequences, \(W_a\) and \(W_b\), the \(D_a\) and \(D_b\) two DBNs, are trained using expectation maximization (EM) algorithm [23]. The affinity between \(W_a\) and \(W_b\) is:

\[
Q_{ab} = \frac{1}{2}\{s_a \log p(W_a|D_b) + s_b \log p(W_b|D_a)\}
\]

(9)

where \(p(W_a|D_b)\) is the likelihood of perceiving \(W_a\) given \(D_b\), \(s_a\) and \(s_b\) are the lengths of \(W_a\) and \(W_b\) respectively. A \(N \times N\) infinity matrix is obtained \(Q = [Q_{ab}]\), where \(a, b \leq N\). This makes a new representation of dataset \(U\) as:

\[
Z_q = \{q_{k1}, ..., q_{kN}\}
\]

(10)

where \(k\) is the cluster or class label. Each behavioural pattern is modelled by a feature vector which is dynamically warped using DBNs. This defines the scene/ situation based clusters in the model. Considering the different clusters, if we have only sparse data, then it will be difficult to fit the model. The training set \(Z_q\) in this case consists of \(K\) clusters. The distribution of behavioral patterns is modeled based on Gaussian mixture model (GMM). Given the \(K\)-th mixture component of GMM, the log likelihood of observing the training dataset \(Z_q\) is defined as:

\[
log p(Z_q|\theta) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \log (\sum_{k=1}^{K} p(q_{kn}|\theta_k))
\]

(11)

where \(p(q_{kn}|\theta_k)\) is the Gaussian distribution of \(K\)-th mixture component. The parameters \(\theta\) of the model are evaluated using EM algorithm. For training initialization of positive \(E_p\) and negative emotion \(E_n\) models, the labelled dataset is used. The positive emotion \(E_p\) model and negative emotion model \(E_n\) are trained separately using labelled data. An accumulative measure of online emotion classification is proposed in this task. Whenever an external observed behavior \(Q_{new}\) is detected, the probability distribution estimated by GMM of detected behavior and the positive and negative emotion models is evaluated by using the likelihood ratio test (LRT).

\[
\psi(Q_{new}) = \frac{p(Q_{new}|E_p)}{p(Q_{new}|E_n)}
\]

\[\geq \alpha_{th} : \text{Positive\,Emotion}\]

\[\leq \alpha_{th} : \text{Negative\,Emotion}\]

(12)

where \(p(Q_{new}|E_p)\) and \(p(Q_{new}|E_n)\) are calculated using equations, where \(\alpha_{th1}\) and \(\alpha_{th2}\) are the thresholds that are being tuned based on the model and false positive rate of detection of emotions. Using this procedure, several responses are calculated for time \(T\), and the decision is made with maximum response of people with positive and negative emotions based on detection of emotion of people detected in maximum in an area under observation.

In the third algorithm, we propose the emotions of the individuals are evaluated in an area under surveillance with an online estimation yielded by event based Dynamic Bayesian Network based on motions dynamics of the people. The environment is divided into smaller local areas, in which the model and inferences are carried out. The ITM is not used in it to discretize the zones. The probabilistic models for both positive and negative emotions are trained using big data of trajectories collected corresponding to two different emotions. The positive emotions are mostly based on motivation for reaching the destination using parameters such as position, time etc. We have defined two information layers. One low-level takes the information of tracking of individuals in crowd using Kalman filter and upper level infers this tracking information into high-level, which is based on zone transitions and time spent in a zone.

The surveillance area is divided in \(N\) mutually exclusive and exhaustive partitions \(\{P_n\}_{n=1}^N\), as zones. Note that the temporal scale between tracker level sequence and transition level sequence is different.

An Event-Based Dynamic Bayesian Network (E-DBN) used for analyzing emotion of individuals. The variable \(r \in \{-1, +1\}\) is an indicator variable representing the emotion of the person either be positive emotion \(r = +1\) or negative emotion \(r = -1\). The E-DBN is characterized by two conditional probability distribution function

\[
\Pi(z_{k}, z_{k-1}) = p(z_k|z_{k-1}, r)
\]

(13)

and prior probabilities \(p(r)\) and \(p(z_0|r)\). Applying Bayes rule, the joint Probability Density Function (PDF) of the DBN can be calculated

\[
p(r, z_{0:k}, \Delta_{1:k}) = p(r)p(z_0|r) \prod_{i=1}^{k} p(z_i|z_{i-1}, r)p(\Delta_i|z_i, z_{i-1}, r)
\]

(15)

In this paper, the prior probabilities \(p(r)\) and \(p(z_0|r)\) are assumed to be uniform densities. However, two model parameters \(\Pi_{r=z_{k}, z_{k-1}}\) and \(\Omega_{r=z_0:k, z_{k-1}}\), are learned from historical data in real life situation or simulated scenarios.

The zone transition probabilities \(\Pi_{r=z_{k}, z_{k-1}}\) are two square matrices of \(N \times N\) dimension for \(r = +1\) and \(r = -1\). For learning the elements of this matrix, in the training data labeled by \(r\) we count \(n_{i,j}^r\) the number of time a trajectory enters to zone \(i\) and \(n_{i,j}^r\) the number of time a transition occurred from zone \(i\) to \(j\), then

\[
\Pi_{r=z_{k}, z_{k-1}} = \frac{n_{i,j}^r}{n_j^r}
\]

(16)

which is the optimum estimate of this parameter in maximum data likelihood sense.

In order to detect the emotional state of an individual from its trajectory \(x_{it}\) we proposed a log-likelihood ratio test:

\[
\eta = \log \frac{\gamma(t, r = +1)}{\gamma(t, r = -1)}
\]

(17)

where \(\gamma(t, r = +1)\) and \(\gamma(t, r = -1)\) are the likelihood of the sequence \(s_{0:t}\) given positive and negative trajectory models.
respectively and they are recursively calculated as new position of the person is received from the tracker. The variable $\eta$ in Eq.17 is positive when the data is more likely to come from a trajectory with positive emotion and vice versa. In addition the magnitude of this value shows how much close is the trajectory to positive or negative model.

### III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To test and validate the proposed model of emotions, we developed a realistic crowd behavior simulator and the Realistic Behavioral Agent Simulation (RBAS) [24]. In crowd situations, it is difficult to know how individuals will move and pass through a confined space and how the buildings and pathways should be built such that people passing through them do not have a situation of congestion and jamming and they pass easily without injuries or other crowd induced problems. It is cumbersome and dangerous to bring a large number of people along and to perform the experiments; therefore it is feasible to make the realistic simulation and making the model and then collecting a real user data based on the results from that model. The Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the developed simulation model. The motivation of the agents in the simulator environment is set in such a way that the simulated humans have to pass through the office area, from one side to another. During simulations, the agents experience different kinds of interactions, as we covered every aspect and made learning useful by including every possible interaction. For training purposes, we used the data obtained for simulation with different configurations of people and events for 3000 minutes. The trajectories that reach the destination in an average fixed simulation time $T_{\text{max}} = 360s$ are considered as trajectories of positive emotions, while the other are considered as negative emotion trajectories. The testing is performed using multiple test trajectories of positive and negative emotions. The testing is performed using 30 test trajectories.

The three algorithms have been tested and positive and negative trajectories have been evaluated. The confusion matrices of these algorithms show that all the three algorithms perform well for evaluating trajectories at the end of simulation as in Tables I, II, III. The main difference is evident in evaluations among these algorithms. When test trajectories, both positive and negative ones, have been evaluated with these three algorithms, the proposed third algorithm evaluates the emotion well than the other two algorithms. The Table. IV shows the emotion recognized by these algorithms at each time stamp and it clearly shows that online estimation of crowd emotion in third algorithm performs well than other two algorithms.

### IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents the overview of crowd emotion detection techniques and evaluates the proposed online crowd emotion detection algorithm with other developed crowd emotion algorithms. The testing shows that algorithms for positive and negative emotions perform well for any kind of interactions and scenarios. The proposed online emotion
Algorithm 64

56
2
79
3

Hence making a complex probabilistic model for such situations is needed.

The future work includes the designing of experiments to include complex interactions and motivations. Therefore, different kind of situations can happen and people can have different motivations. Hence making a complex probabilistic model for such situations is needed.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emotion (Positive and Negative)</th>
<th>Algorithm 1</th>
<th>Algorithm 2</th>
<th>Algorithm 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time Percentage</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE III:** Confusion Matrix of Emotion recognition concluded at the end of each trajectory for algorithm 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prediction outcome</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>FN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>94.54%</td>
<td>10.37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>FP</td>
<td>TN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.46%</td>
<td>89.63%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE IV:** Emotion Recognized at each time stamp/Total time stamps